Support of Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture

The overall objective of this project was to identify effective and efficient approaches for the support of Learning and Innovation Networks for Sustainable Agriculture (LINSA) and to examine their potential as bottom-up drivers of transition.

To achieve the project objective, researchers collaborated with 17 LINSA across Europe using a transdisciplinary method based on participation, and examined 7 show cases.

Specifically, the project analysed how policy instruments, financial arrangements, research, education and advisory services might support LINSA in cost- efficient and effective ways. The consortium comprised 11 research institutions from 8 European countries.

The SOLINSA project applied the transitions approach to agriculture and rural development. In agriculture, transition applies to a shift from the ‘productivist regime’, characterised by production growth, high yields, and input intensification, to a regime built around the principles of sustainable production. Innovation is key to transition, but the institutions that are charged with fostering innovation, the Agricultural Knowledge Systems (AKS), are often locked into old approaches and methods of intervention. The transition of European agriculture to sustainability therefore implies a transition from AKS to Agricultural Innovation Systems for Sustainability (AIS) which can foster innovation.

LINSA are defined as networks of producers, consumers, experts, NGOs, SMEs, local administrations as well as official researchers and extensionists, that are mutually engaged with common goals for sustainable agriculture and rural development - cooperating, sharing resources and co-producing new knowledge by creating conditions for communication (Brunori et al., 2013).

SOLINSA aimed to:

• develop a conceptual framework for innovation for sustainable agriculture and rural development
• identify institutional determinants that enable or constrain existing AKS in supporting effective LINSA
• explore LINSA empirically as bottom-up drivers of transition
• improve understanding of barriers to complex learning processes and develop recommendations on how to remove them
• share and disseminate project findings and test practice-oriented results
• develop operational tools for relevant actors to support successful LINSA in terms of effective and efficient policy instruments and financial arrangements.
CCRI coordinated the LINSA empirical analysis

Analysis in each LINSA focused on the following analytical characteristics:

- perspectives on sustainable agriculture of the LINSA
- scale, origin and function, and temporality of LINSA
- mechanisms of network development, learning and innovation processes and connections with the formal AKS
- effective governance of LINSA
- tasks, roles and emerging quality needs for the knowledge and skills of actors and institutions
- support measures which are most effective and cost efficient
- constraints and opportunities for LINSA within their particular context and the support needs for successful LINSA.

Selected peer reviewed papers from the project


All results are available at www.solinsa.net

Recommendations

Studies undertaken in the project highlighted the need for a change in perspective that concerns all actors of the AKS (advisory services, education and training, research) as well as policy makers. Recommendations include:

- acknowledge the diversity of LINSA
- consider and accept LINSA as drivers of transition towards sustainability
- assist LINSA in strengthening their organisation, and in building capacity and skills for developing over the long term
- assist LINSA in accessing funding, as LINSA evolve, their support needs, and relevant activities to address those needs, change
- carefully develop and manage the links between LINSA and AKS, acknowledge and use different ways of collaboration with LINSA

There is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to supporting LINSA. Yet the project developed recommendations for education and training, advisory services and extension, researchers and research policy taking into account the current EU research and innovation policy context. (Horizon 2020; EIP Agricultural Production and Sustainability).
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